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FU RY’S COM E BACK FALLS J UST SHORT I N LOS ANG E LES

GOBSMACKED!
By William Dettloff

T

yson Fury made but two mistakes
Saturday night against Deontay
Wilder, and those mistakes
– along with an indefensible
scorecard turned in by Alejandro

Rochin – resulted in a mostly derided draw verdict in front of a purported 17,698 at The Staples Center in Los Angeles.
Fury – he of the nearly three-year layoff, manic
depression, confessed drug and alcohol binges
and morbid obesity – boxed Wilder ragged for
the majority of the fight, displaying a quickness,
dexterity and nimbleness of foot that belied his
6’9”, 256-pound frame. He consistently ducked,
rolled with or slipped under Wilder’s attacks,
which admittedly were crude at best, and feinted
Wilder into knots before stepping forward with
short, crisp combinations.

Top and middle: Fury shows off a remarkable defense and counterpunching ability for a 6’9”, 256-pound fighter, out-maneuvering and
outpunching Wilder at every turn. Above: Fury takes the eight-count
after getting caught in the ninth.

“I’m what you call a pro athlete that loves to box,” Fury
said afterward. “I don’t know anyone on the planet that can
move like that. That man is a fearsome puncher and I was able
to avoid that. The world knows I won the fight,” he said.
Such was Fury’s early dominance that there was perhaps
one round out of the first six that the clear-eyed and uncorrupted could reasonably give to Wilder. Rochin gifted him
the first four, which at the end contributed to an inexplicable 115-111 card. Judges Robert Tapper and Phil Edwards
scored it a more reasonable 114-112 for Fury and 113-113,
respectively. RINGSIDE SEAT saw Fury the winner by a
115-111 margin.
The Fury who boxed rings around Wilder for most of the
bout was all but unrecognizable as the fighter who clubbed
away at Francesco Pianeta and Sefer Seferi in his two comeback bouts, or even the one who handcuffed Wladimir
Klitschko to win the title in a desultory affair back in 2015.
Still, Fury, 27-0-1 (19), made his first mistake in the ninth
when, while rolling under Wilder’s windmills in a corner,
exposed the oddly fragile spot behind his left ear which, in
all fighters, wreaks havoc when touched. Wilder bounced a
right hand off it and down went Fury. On rising he returned
to befuddling Wilder with movement, snappy jabs and feints
and continued having his way into the 12th round.
Wilder, 40-0-1 (39), evidenced once again that even those who
don’t really know how to fight and prefer mindless flailing to
practiced combination punching can succeed provided they hit
hard enough. Early in the round, Wilder stepped forward with
a right-hand, left-hook combination, his loyalty to which may

Above left: Wilder follows through with the right-cross, left-hook combination that lays Fury out in the 12th. Top right: Wilder gestures to the crowd
while heading to a neutral corner. Middle right: Referee Jack Reiss breaks convention by administering a count. Above right: Fury taunts Wilder in the
closing seconds.

be his lone concession to punching convention. Both punches
landed flush and the way Fury flopped onto his back one could
be excused for thinking it might be weeks before he rose.
It was Fury’s good fortune and ours too that Jack Reiss is
one of the few remaining referees who clings to the quaint notion that a downed fighter has 10 seconds within which to rise
and to everyone’s surprise, not the least Wilder’s, Fury beat
the count, albeit barely. Mere moments later he was on his
toes again, taunting Wilder and wagging his tongue at him
and even walking him into a stiff combination at round’s end.
The drama of the last round elevated the bout such that in our
collective memory we will likely recall it as more exciting than
it was over its course, perhaps overshadowing the real story,
which was Fury’s remarkable comeback. This will be seen as
serendipity by those selling the rematch.
The nature of the fight – one heavyweight winning virtually every moment outside those during which he was on the
canvas – recalls Klitschko’s 2005 decision win over Sam Peter, when Peter scored three knockdowns but nonetheless lost
by decision. Although there was no such scoring controversy
attendant to Klitschko-Peter, one imagines Wilder and Peter

sharing the standard puncher’s lament.
“I think with the two knockdowns I definitely won the
fight,” said Wilder, whom Fury outweighed by a whopping
44 pounds. “We poured our hearts out tonight. We’re both
warriors, but with those two drops I think I won the fight. I
came out slow. I rushed my punches. I didn’t sit still. I was
too hesitant. I started overthrowing the right hand and I just
couldn’t adjust.”
It is to both Wilder’s credit and discredit that this marked
the second consecutive time his stubbornness and punching
power saved him from likely defeat; in his prior outing he
survived a strong challenge from Luis Ortiz (who stopped
Travis Kauffman on the undercard) to win by late knockout. But Tyson Fury is made of perhaps sterner (and certainly
younger) stuff than Ortiz, and Rochin’s bizarre scoring was
enough for Wilder to escape with his alphabet title in hand.
It is a certainty that Anthony Joshua, who can fill stadiums in Great Britain fighting nonentities, watched the night’s
proceedings with due interest. He will face one of these fighters sooner or later in one of the biggest fights in many years.
Neither will provide an easy night. ★

